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New to the Computer Systems Group
MINISIS Version H
Kathie DeLoria

Van Chun recently arrived from China to join the
Computer Systems Group. Yan Chun became an
experienced MINISIS user at the Shanghai Jiao
Tong University Library where she worked for
three years as a programmer. She received BSC and
Masters degrees in Information Sciences from
Wuhan University, China. Along with Bob
McKercher and May Ko, Yan Chun will help
develop the Integrated Library System (ILS) for
Version H.

Corrections

Bob McKcrchcr is Outreach Officer for all of Asia.

The statement REC=,,V,ASCII in the article
Transferring data between MINISIS and Mini-Micro
CDSIISIS -- Using ISO 2709 -- by Ed Brandon, is
incorrect. The correct statement is

REC=-80,1,V,ASCII

AROUND THE WORLD IN 21 DAYS!
Bob McKercher

As part of the design process for version H, the
Computer Systems Group is developing prototypes
of the various applications and subsystems which
will be distributed by IDRC. Two of these
prototypes will be the the Standard MINISIS
Application (SMA) and the Application
Specification Toolbox (AST). Bob McKercher
(Application Specification Group) and Allan
McDonald (User Interface Group) will be taking
these prototypes to sites selected which we feel will
be representative of our user population and will
be accessible to as many users as possible. This is
to give the users an idea of what the future holds
for MINISIS and, to a certain extent, solicit their
input regarding the design. Although major changes
to the system design are no longer possible, we
have not closed the door on suggestions and will
try to implement any which we feel can still be fit
into our project schedule at this time. We are very
interested in hearing what our users have to say.

THE MINISIS USERS' GROUP MEETING
1989, BEIJING PR CHINA
Wanda.Jane Phillips
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The annual MINISIS Users' Group meeting for
1989 was held in Beijing, PR
China, October 8-14 (which
includes the MINISIS Resource
Centre (MRC) meeting held on
the 14th). The papers presented
were extensive in their coverage of
MINISIS in action; the meeting of
individuals drawn from a variety of
organisations around the world was
engaging and lively. The
proceedings will carry the text of
all papers submitted, in the language(s) they were
submitted.

MEETING IN CHINA
Approximately 120 people gathered in Beijing to
attend the 11th annual MINISIS Users' Group
meeting. The meeting was hosted by the Scientech
Information & Publication for Engineering Industry
(STIPEI) in their new building.

Beijing welcomed the participants with warm
weather and an enthusiastic reception. Tours to
various historic areas had been arranged, as well as
a tour of the National Library of China.

OUR hOSTS: STIC
STIPEI, which is formed by the alliance of the
Scientech Information Centre (STIC) and the
China Machine Press (CMP) worked hard to
facilitate the needs of the participants. The meeting
was held in STIC's new home, a large, modern
building. The dedication of the people at STIC to
their role as MRC for China was evident, as well
as their pleasure in the opportunity to introduce
themselves to the larger MINISIS community. The
organizers at STIC did an incredible job in
arranging and producing this event.

TOURING APPLICATIONS AND BEIJING
Participants at the event came from the five
continents; this confederation of MINISIS users was
symbolized in the MUG 89 logo design.

A great number of participants came to speak as
well as listen; this made the agenda requirements
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especially strict and the days were packed with
information. Users from around the world outlined
their applications and techniques used to handle
difficult situations. As well, users representing local
users' groups gave reports on their local meetings.
IDRC representatives presented the highlights of
MINISIS Version H.

The whole event was kicked off with a press
conference and an IDRC sponsored reception.
After the opening ceremony, the next morning, a
'MUGshot' was taken on the roof of STIC's new
building. The presentations over the next three days
were divided into broad topic areas and chaired by
various representative users; each day was given
some diversity by demonstrations of various
MINISIS implementations.

HIGHLIGHTS
A great number of users gave us days packed with
news about applications and the solutions to some
amazing predicaments. As well, several users
presented unusual applications; some using modern
technology married with MINISIS and some trying
to fit MINISIS onto a cumbersome or awkward
task. There were a number of interesting papers,
and this is not the forum for the full text, but
some appreciated highlights include:

Mr. Wu Kang (STIC, China) who presented a
dazzling exhibition of problems encountered in and
the solution devised for conveniently retrieving
Japanese documents into a Chinese database. He
clearly, rapidly, and colourfully presented the
problem of translating the Japanese characters,
which are based on Chinese characters, into the
correct Chinese meaning without having to labour
over manual translations and data entry.

Mr. Alain Boucher of (SDM, Canada) who
contributed a paper on the incorporation of
MINISIS into desktop publishing. The print format
created to accommodate the desktop publishing
requirements is dizzying. They are also using
CD-ROM storage technology.

Ms. Li Shiliang (Sino-Japanese Friendship Hospital,
China) who presented MINISIS in a
unconventional use: the hospital uses MINISIS to
manage ultrasonic diagnoses. A variety of factors
are combined to produce reports on the patients'
medical records, the examiners' efficiency, and
hospital management.
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Ms. Harsha Parekh (S.N.D.T Women's University,
India) outlined the SD! services being established
at the university. Created in an information vacuum
(vendors could not satisfy the satisfy the
requirements found in the social sciences, the focus
of the University's SD! service) the service was
confronted with the task of disseminating divers
information of varied attributes.

THE EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
And what is a gathering of such proportions
without equally large hungers: we feasted and feted
the week away in both organized and impromptu
events.

Several carefully organized banquets kept the
throng of MUG participants moving around Beijing
and offered a comprehensive menu; the
unscheduled evenings quickly became moving feasts
(not exactly, but seemingly) on their own.

A memorable night occurred during one of these
unscheduled evenings; what was originally a casual
outing, became a full evening with dinner, theatre,
and dancing. The Sichuan restaurant chosen seated
30 participants in a private room and fed us a
variety of mild to tingling dishes. We raced off to
watch the Acrobatic 1Ioupc of the Railway
Ministry, who juggled and jumped and joked with
us in a display of physical beauty and wit. Finally,
the heartier members of the group found a disco
and danced the night away.

The final day, after the official close of the
meeting, groups toured STIC's new building their
printing operations and audio visual studios, and
contemplated the bright future it represents. Later,
people explored the National Library of China.
Even though they are not a MINISIS user, they
have a stunning collection (the second largest in
the world, the largest in Asia, and includes a
exciting rare book collection).

The visit to Beijing was capped of, by many
participants, with tours of either the Great Wall of
China and the Ming Thmbs, or the Summer Palace,
(or both!). Each tour occupied the better part of a
day and brought the meeting to a cultured end.
While some of us walked the wall, IDRC and MRC
representatives met and discussed issues of
importance in the continuing effort to decentralize
the support of MINISIS users internationally.



MINISIS Applications
Kathie DeLoria

Late in 1991 IDRC will offer Version H of
MINISIS to its users world-wide. Based on previous
versions of MINISIS, Version H is an improved
software package that can run on microcomputers
(IBM PC XT/AT and 100% compatibles) as well as
the HP 3000 Series minicomputer. This new
version will provide a totally integrated relational
database system with a user-friendly interface.

The Computer Systems Group (CSG) is currently
working on three applications:

Standard MINISIS Application (SMA)
Inter-Agency Development Research
Information System (IDRIS)
Integrated Library System (ILS)

A special feature of MINISIS Version H is a 4GL
language development tool called the Application
Specification Toolbox (AST). With this
programming tool, CSG will develop each
application for Version H. Subsequently, the AST
will be available to users to enable them to develop
their own or modify existing applications. See The
Application Specification Toolbox article in this
issue.

A MINISIS application consists of a series of
interfaces which contain a layout with related
actions. The MINISIS Integrated Processor (MIP)
interprets these interfaces. See the MINISIS
Conceptual diagram in this issue.

Standard MINISIS Application (SMA)

Version H will provide users with a standard
application called the Standard MINISIS
Application. All of the functionality of Version G
of MINISIS will be incorporated in the SMA,
including the following:

An integrated environment will allow users to
perform different operations on databases and data
without having to close and reopen the database.
The Version 0 processors, like COMPUTE,
UPDATE, and PRINT, will be replaced in Version
H by functional modules which will make this
integration possible.

An improved HELP system will provide help
from all modules at all levels. For example,
information on database help, field help, and
module help will be available.

An enhanced error recovery system and
automated system maintenance functions will
facilitate the job of the database manager.

An improved user-interface will provide a
choice between menu mode (full screen or scroll
mode for remote access) and command mode.

Certain user-defined routines taken from the
User Contributed Library (UCL), like
MARC(EXIT), will be integrated into MINISIS
Version H.

The DBMGR module allows system and database
managers to perform database maintenance,
security, and system functions.

The End User module includes the following:

DB SELECTION is used to select databases
for further processing.

NEW RECORD is used to enter records into
a database, either interactively or from an
IMPORT file.

QUERY is used to select records for further
processing.

IMPORT is used to import an ISO file,
BATCHIN file, fixed-position file or
position-dependent file.

UPDATE is used to update a database by
modifying existing records, either individually,
globally, or from an IMPORT file; to delete
records and reverse the deletion process; and to
Jock records against update (and reverse this
process).

REPORT is used to send output to a
specified device, to create and edit formats, and
to list formats.

SORT is used to produce all forms of sorted
output. It accepts the current set of records as
selected through a QUERY, and it produces
files that are subsequently manipulated
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(COMPUTE, REPORT, or EXPORT). The user
specifies keys and related fields along with
various parameters to indicate special processing
that is to be performed on the data before
sorting is done. The functions of SORT are
similar to those provided in Version G.

EXPORT is used to generate output files in
ISO 2709, BATCHIN, fixed-position, and
position-dependent formats. It is used to create
the relationship map between external and
internal databases required for UPDATE.

COMPUTE provides for computational
operations (similar to those provided in the
COMPUTE processor in Version 0).

HELP is implicit at all levels. It is available
from all modules at all levels. If an error
message is on the screen at that time, help for
the error message will be displayed. A choice
of levels of help will be available to the user,
such as DBLIST, DBHELP, FIELD LIST,
FIELD HELP, COMMAND HELP, and
MODULE HELP.

Integrated Libraiy System (ILS)

As part of Version H, we are developing an
application for an Integrated Library System.
Currently, MINISIS is being used by libraries for its
information retrieval capabilities. Besides
information retrieval, there arc other important
library functions, such as acquisitions and
circulation, that are beyond the capabilities of the
current MINISIS system. Some libraries have
written successful modules to use with MINISIS to
help perform these functions. However, MINISIS
does not provide the services for adequate
transaction processing, so even these modules do
not meet all the requirements of libraries.
Additionally, these modules must be written in
third generation languages, such as SPL, which
makes customizing very difficult for most users.

We are planning to develop an application that will
better meet the needs of libraries. To develop this
application, we are analyzing what libraries require
in an integrated library system. We will be looking
at existing ILS systems and stand-alone modules as
a guide for building our ILS.

In addition to visiting the National University of
Singapore and the National Library of Malaysia, we
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At this time, release
dates for these
applications and the
AST have not been
confirmed.

are planning to visit
approximately 10 to 15
libraries in 'Ibronto and
Ottawa. After our site
visits, we will distribute
a questionnaire to ask
MINISIS users to define
their specific

requirements for an ILS. With this information, we
can then identifr and develop the functional
specifications for the Version H ILS application.

The ILS will provide the user with modules that
will perform basic library functions. Using the
Application Specification ibolbox (AST), however,
libraries will have the capability to modifr and
enhance the ILS to meet any additional needs.

Although the functionality of the ILS for Version
H has not been finalized, the following have been
targeted:

Acquisitions
Cataloguing
Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC)
Circulation
Serials Control
Inter-Library Loan (ILL)

Yan Chun recently joined IDRC for a two-year
term specifically for this project. She developed an
ILS at the Shanghai Jiao Thng University Library
in China. (see New to the Computer Systems
Group, page 1, this issue).

Because we are in the analysis stage, specifics
regarding the ILS have not yet been formulated.
However, the ILS will provide all current MINISIS
database services, such as validation and thesaurus,
using full-screen data entry. The user will be able
to modit' the ILS as in the case of the excellent
user-contributed library (UCL) routines, CHECKIN
and CARDEX.

The release date of the ILS may not coincide with
the first release date of MINIS IS Version H.

IDRIS

Another application being developed is the
Inter-Agency Development Research Information
System (IDRIS). IDRIS is a common database of
information describing research activities located in
or concerned with developing countries. A group of
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donor agencies contribute information to the
database. The contributors have a common goal of
supporting technological research and development
in developing countries. These agencies include:

Board on Science and Thchnology Exchange
(BOSTID), United States

German Appropriate Technology Exchange
(GATE)

International Development Research Centre
(IDRC), Canada

International Foundation for Science (IFS),
Sweden

Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA)

Netherlands Universities Foundation for
International Cooperation (NUFFIC)

Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation
with Developing Countries (SAREC)

United Nations University

The IDRIS database is installed in MINISIS format
on the IDRC computer. IDRC manages the
database and provides technical support and
coordination to users.

In addition to the contributors listed above, IDRIS
has a wide base of users, known as searchers, in
the international research and development
community who search the database, but do not
contribute data. These users may have online access
to the IDRIS database on the IDRC host computer
or may obtain copies of the database to install on
their own systems.

The main objective in developing the IDRIS
application is to make it easier for agencies to
install the database on their own systems. By
increasing installation capabilities, agencies will not
have to log onto the IDRC host computer, whether
for the purpose of contributing data on their own
research activities or merely for searching the
database. Data will be distributed with the
application, and will be updated regularly.

The target areas for improvement arc the functions
of COMPUTE, INDEX, and PRINT We will

CREATING OFFLINE JOBS FROM THE
MINISIS DATA DICTIONARY
Ron Davies

provide a user-friendly interface with menus which
will make it easier for the novice to use.

The following modules will be available:

DBMGR
NEW
QUERY
UPDATE
REPORT
SORT
EXPORT
COMPUTE

For the searchers:

IMPORT
QUERY
REPORT
SORT
COMPUTE

HELP will be available at all levels as in the SMA
and also for REPORTS.

Users may obtain IDRIS free of charge under no
obligation by contacting Mary Campbell, the IDRIS
Project Coordinator at IDRC. IDRIS is available
on tape or diskette in ISO 2709 format for
MINISIS and Mini-Micro CDSJISIS users.

Developing a new application in MINISIS involves
a number of tasks, which, while essential, are
simply a matter of routine. One example of this
kind of drudge work is jobs to do offline
inversions. Even if all the fields in a database are
inverted online, the experienced database manager
knows that sooner or later he or she is going to
need a job to do an offline re-inversion of the
inverted fields. Yet once the inversion
characteristics of the fields have been defined in
the database definition, it's only a mechanical chore
to develop the job to do the offline inversion.
Typically, you use EDITOR to call up a copy of
some old job on the system, and start changing the
values in the job to match the new B-tree file
names, key and field names and inversion
characteristics. Unfortunately experience shows that
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it's very likely that you will make some mistake:
type a name wrong, put STRIP=N where it should
have been STRIP=D, or forget to set
MAXKEY=30. It may take several runs of the job,
and some time before the job is without any error.

With the Version 0 data dictionary, the process of
creating these offline inversion jobs can be made
more accurate and less painful. The database
manager can "print the job file directly from the
MINISIS data dictionary. This not only speeds up
the process but it ensures that all the
characteristics given for inversion in the database
definition correspond to the INDEX parameters
given in the offline inversion job.

In the data dictionary, the definition of each field
in an application database is stored in a record in
the MINISIS system database called SYSDICTN.
The record for a particular application field
contains a number of different characteristics,
including all of the characteristics associated with
the inversion, each stored in a different field. The
database manager can use the the listings of the
SYSDICTN data definition in the appendix to the
Data Base Manager's Guide and the PRINT
processor to define a print format to print the field
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definition record in the format of an EDITOR-
compatible job, and then to print the field
definition record to disc.

Here's one print format, called PFINVJOB, that
will produce an offline inversion job.

TUE, DEC 19, 1989 LISTFORMAT -
PRINT FORMAT SPECIFICATION PAGE:

** PRINT-FORMAT FILE NAME **
PFINVJOB

Column formatting NO
Printing mode
Lines per page 200
Characters perline 74
Default spacing
Spacing between record
Max. records per page 32767
Left margin
Max. no. of lines per record 0
Split record between pages NO
Print after last record NO
Starting page number 1

Use these values to create the print format. Except for the values noted, all values are the defaults given by
MINISIS. Replace the default values.

FIELD ID LITERAL 1 LITERAL 2 VALUES

LITL !JOB INV

D050

LITL ,MGR.IRAMS

D050 !PURGE DX LITERAL 1 = PRE

D050 !PURGE DX DD LITERAL 1 = PRE
LITERAL 2 = POST

LITL !RUN INDEX.PUB.MINISISG;LIB = P

D900 OFFSET = 8

LITL ISN=1/9999999
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Use these values to create the print format. Except for the values noted, all values are the defaults given by
MINISIS. Replace the default values.

FIELD ID LITERAL 1 LITERAL 2 VALUES

D050 OUTPUT=DX LITERAL 1 = PRE

D030 KEY= LITERAL 1 = PRE

D470 ,LENGTH= LITERAL 1 = PRE

LITL ,UPSHIFT=YES

TEST D610 =

D630 STOPWORD=STP LITERAL 1 = PRE

LITL ,KEEP=NO

D050 FIELD= LITERAL 1 = PRE

D590 ,STRIP= CONDITIONAL DISPLAY /
LITERAL 1 = PRE

D490 ,MAXKEY= CONDITIONAL DISPLAY /
LITERAL 1 = PRE

D510 ,TYPE= CONDITIONAL DISPLAY /
LITERAL 1 = PRE

D710 ,FUNC= CONDITIONAL DISPLAY /
LITERAL 1 = PRE

D830 ,DELIMITER=" CONDITIONAL DISPLAY /
LITERAL 1 = PRE

TEST D11O='Y"

LITL ,OCC=ALL

LITL END

LITL

LITL !RUN INVERT.UTILITY.MINISISG;LIB = P

LITL INVERT

Page 7
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Use these values to create the print format. Except for the values noted, all values are the defaults given by
MINISIS. Replace the default values.

FIELD ID LITERAL 1 LITERAL 2 VALUES

LITL !EOJ

lb use the PFINVJOB print format to create an
offline inversion job for any field in the database,
you only have to follow a fcw steps. First, you must
set up a file equation to direct the output of the
PRINT processor to disc. Here's a file equation
you might use to print a job to do offlinc inversion
of the A100 field in your application database:

:FILE
OUTFL= INVA100;DEV= DISC;NOCCTL

Then run the PRINT processor with the
SYSDICTN.MINISIS database, Supply PFINVJOB
as the name of the print format. When asked to
select an output devicc, press carriage return, so
that the output will be sent to the disc file as
specified in the file equation above. When asked to
select records, you will use the D900 field from the
SYSDICTN database; select the record with the
name of your database plus the field tag of the
field to be inverted.
For example, if your database is called TESTBASE,
you would select records by typing:

SELECT RECORDS - D900=TESTBASEAIOO

Note that there is no space between the name of
the database and the field tag for the field which
you want to invert offline. This is because the
D900 field in SYSDICTN concatenates these two
data elements and uses them as a single key.
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Once the record is printed, simply END the session
of PRINT and return to MPE. The output will be
found in a file called INVA100 on disc. You can
use EDITOR to look at the file. It should look
something like the following example:

!JOB INVA100,MGR.APPLIC
!PURGE DXAIOO
!PURGE DXAIOODD
!RUN INDEX.PUB.MINISIS;LIB=P
TEST
ISN = 1/9999999
OUTPUT= DXA 100
KEY=TITL,LENGTh = 20,UPSHIFF= YES,KEEP =
NO
FIELD =A100,STRIP = N,MAXKEY=30
END

!RUN INVERTPUB.MINISIS;LIB=P
INVERT
DXAIOO
TWRD
EXIT
!PURGE DXAIOO
!PURGE DXA100DD
EOJ

lb help claritr the example, the data elements that
are coming from SYSDICTN are printed in bold
type. All the other commands are printed from
literal strings in the PFINVJOB print format.

D050 DX LITERAL 1 = PRE

D650

LITL EXIT

D050 !PURGE DX LITERAL 1 = PRE

D050 !PURGE DX DD LITERAL 1 = PRE I
LITERAL 2 = POST



Careful study of the PFINVJOB print format will
show you that there are some inversion conditions,
such as INVERT PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
KEY, and INVERT PRIMARY KEY ONLY, that
this print format just doesn't pick up. You can add
these if you need to do so. Note that the print
format also doesn't take into account two fields
being inverted into the same inverted file.

When you look at the job file in EDITOR, you'll
notice that the first line and the last line of the file
will be blank, because of the form feeds that
MINISIS generates; you'll have to delete these two
lines with EDITOR yourself. KEEP the result and
you have an offline inversion job that matches the
characteristics you defined for the field in the
database definition.

Of course creating a print format like PFINVJOB
takes a few minutes. How much time you'll actually
save in seuing up the offline inversions this way
will depend on how frequently you build new
databases. However the same print format and
techniques can be used when inversion
characteristics in an existing database change:
simply purge the old job file, and "print" a new
one. The new job file will match exactly the new
inversion characteristics that have been specified.
However even if you don't often build new
applications or change inversion characteristics, you
may want to try making use of the data dictionary
in this way. It's certainly more interesting to "print"
your jobs from the data dictionary, then it is

struggling along with a text editing program like
EDITOR!

APPLICATION SPECIFICATION TOOLBOX
Wandafane Phillips

INTRODUCTION
The science of computing has, until recently,
emphasized the invisible activities of the computer;
developments involving the hard science of
computing and the soft science of psychology have
led to the evolution of the user interface as a
serious component of software. Given the wide
constituency of MINISIS, the user interface
developed had to satisfy a tremendous diversity.
This diversity first led to the growth of
applications, different sequences of activities
presented using a basic interface design. To further
accommodate this diversity, we are developing a

tool for creating and modifying the applications for
MINISIS.

WHAT IS A SPECIFICATION
A specification is a series (or tree) of screens for
performing various operations on MINISIS data
structures (tables and views). For example, with the
release of MINISIS H.00 will be a universal
application called the STANDARD MINISIS
APPLICATION or SMA (see page xxx in this
issue); the SMA will allow users to perform all the
familiar functions available in MINISIS Version
0.01 as well as a few new additions. Like earlier
versions of MINISIS a user can follow through a
series of menus and prompts to arrive at a result;
unlike earlier versions, users will be able to use
commands to work and achieve results quickly.
Also, the presentation of the menus and prompts
will be modified; a toolbox of editor tools will be
included, allowing users to create specifications,
alter existing specifications, and change the
language of the specification.

WHAT IS TIlE TOOLBOX
The toolbox is an editor capable of creating or
modifying the appearance of the layout part of the
application and identifying the related commands
or values in the action field of the application. It is
being designed to be a user-friendly application;
this has the two considerations of the end user and
the database manager. The system must present
itself to the end user as malleable; new or
infrequent users need an easy interface between
them and the software. The database manager
needs a system which can be secured and altered to
fit the requirements of the site. The applications
are designed to satisfy the needs of the
unsophisticated user and allow for increasing
confidence and ability by including the option of
command mode; the Application Specification
ibolbox (AST) is for the database or system
manager to build applications suitable to the site.
The AST includes three systems: the Application
Development System; the Application Language
Change System; and the Application Extension
System. The three systems perform different tasks
but manage to share some common features. The
initial release of MINISIS Version H.00 will have
only one of the systems, available: the Application
Development System.
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THE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
SUBSYSTEM
The main task of the Application Development
System is to create new applications (menus and
data entry windows). This system is the most
universal of the three systems and can be
manipulated into accomplishing the tasks assigned
to the other two systems. The system is essentially
an editor with the ability to connect menu and data
entry items to commands, tables, and views. When
the process of development is complete, the
development system produces a MINISIS format
file; this file contains a generic or a dedicated
application. A generic application can be used with
a variety of tables or views, while the dedicatcd
application has a specific relationship to one or
more tables or views. When a specification is
associated with a particular table or view, all the
fields associated with that table or view (or tables
and views) become available to the application
developer. It is not necessary to have the database
in place to create an application.

CREATING AN APPLICATION
The steps to creating and editing an application arc
very similar; when editing an existing application it
is necessary to identify the existing application by
name. With a planning tool, the activities available
in an application can be decided upon, the
relationships identified, and the design of the
progression of screens can be simplified. With a
plan in hand a database or system manager can
start up the AST and create an application (or
copy and modify an existing application).

PROFILING AN APPLICATION
Profiling an application entails identifying the
application for the system and for the user, setting
the security for the application, and assigning the
default language.

APPLICATION IDENTIFICATION
The application identification is the file name of
the application, the directory information for the
application, and a description of the application for
the help system.

SECURITY
Security for the application consists of identifying
the users with the capability for altering all or
specific elements of the application.
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DEFAULT LANGUAGE
The default language commands set the language of
the messages, the input/output (I/O) mode, and the
terminal handlers associated with the application.
The translation of the messages themselves, if a
change is needed, can be done through a separate
facility. The I/O modes available are scroll,
command, or menu. Scroll mode is similar to what
all processors (except DATADICT) are by default
in Version 0.01; command mode allows users to
enter commands in an interactive mode; and menu
mode is the screen by screen presentation of menus
and data entry windows. Many languages require
specialized terminal handlers to interpret the input
and output for MINISIS.

CREATING A MENU SCREEN
Menu screens present a number of options for the
user to select from. All menu items are connected
or associated with a command or series of
commands. Menu items can be identified by
numbers or, on a PC, by cursor controlled
highlighting; listed horizontally across the top or
the bottom of the screen; or vertically down the
screen. In the SMA, ILS, and IDRIS applications,
the menus will run horizontally across the top of
the screen. Each screen contains a layout and an
action field.

LAYOUT
The layout of the menu screen will contain the
literals (listing of each option) and on the PC, a
help line associated with each option. The literals
will be a single word or acronym which represents
an action or function or group of actions available
to the user. The development system will prompt
for one line of information about each item in the
screen for the help system and then move on to
the relationship between the items and the action
field.

ACTION FIELD
The development system will prompt for the
command(s) to be performed by each item on the
menu or data entry field in the layout. Commands
are valid primitives or valid screen activations.
Each item is given a security level; this effectively
bars access to various functions based on the user.

CREATING A DATA ENTRY SCREEN
Much like a menu screen, a data entry screen has
literals associated with declared variables,
commands, or data.



DECLARED VARIABLES
A declared variable is a temporary value not
contained in any table; it is by default length 10
and of type character. This is a special type of
field, associated with the application, it can be used
for a variety of purposes: for example, it could be
used to maintain a running total of a field value
during one entry session, or it could be used to
store data for further manipulation later in the
session.

COMMANDS
Commands can appear in data entry screens as
easily as in menu screens; generally in this context
the commands will have an impact on the data
being entered, rather than activating functions or
other screens.

DATA FIELDS
Data fields represent the fields in the table or view
associated with the session or the application. Data
fields can be of a regular type or display only; if a
data field is a regular type it is available for
update. It is probable that literals in the data entry
screen will be associated with both data fields and
commands.

COMPILING AND DEBUGGING AN
APPLICATION
The compiler included with the AST will highlight
the syntax errors in the construction of the
application. Each screen affected by errors would
then be edited and the application re-compiled.
This is an iterative process, leading to an
application without syntax errors (eg. calling a non-
existent screen or incorrect command activation).

TIlE APPLICATION LANGUAGE CIIANGE
SUBSYSTEM
The Application Language Change system will
operate like the Application Development System,
but, the developer will not be prompted for action
field values. Developers will be able to change the
prompts and literals in the layout field into the
new language. An example of an incident requiring
the developer to use either the ADS or AES is to
access the action field is this:

The command includes a literal "if CCODE =
library" and the language is being changed to
French, the developer needs to change libra,y to
bibliotheque.

THE APPLICATION EXTENSION SUBSYSTEM
The Application Extension system will allow users
to add screens or modify screens in existing
applications. If certain terms used in the original
application are not used at a particular site, the
developer can alter the screens which display the
unfamiliar terms; a quick edit allows the developer
to replace the unfamiliar terms with the terms used
at the application site. This work does not affect
the action field of the screen. Another use for the
application extension system is the development
and introduction of additional screens, alternate
groupings of commands in the action field, or
additional information on existing menu or data
entry screens. This work affects the action field and
is similar to the development system.

DOCUMENTATIONiTRAJNING
The applications distributed by IDRC will be fully
documented; the Application development
subsystem will be fully documented. Individual sites
are responsible for the development of appropriate
documentation for new or altered applications.

For the Application Specification Toolbox,
directions for use, standards for application
development, and introductory or practice
instruction will be distributed.

MINISIS VERSION H TECHNICAL
ASPECTS
Wandafane Phillips

The development of MINISIS has always followed
the direction suggested by our users; the
communication between users and the developers
has added features to the software at a regular rate.
The software has become burdened with concepts
and functions it was not originally designed to
accommodate; the weight of these enhancements
has slowed the performance of MINISIS painfully.
The advances of computer technology for
processing and storing information has emphasized
the need for a redesign of the software which
would incorporate growth potential as a feature.

The Computer Systems Group (CSG) at IDRC
headquarters in Ottawa and the Hong Kong
Productivity Council (HKPC) are working together
to develop the next version of MINISIS, Version
H. The initial design work has been on-going in
CSG for the past year and the complete system
design will be implemented by the two groups.

Page 11
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But, what exactly is MINISIS Version H and why
does it require this massive effort? The answer to
the first question has three levels: superficial,
detailed, and internal. The answer to the second
question is contained in the explanation of
MINISIS and in the rationale for creating it.

Superficially, MINISIS can be portrayed as a series
of applications or interfaces resting on the
MINISIS Integrated Processor (MIP), a combined
set of all MINISIS processors from G.01 and a few
enhancements; the processor drives the primitives.

Each application
incorporate of a
number of interface
screens each of which
contain a layout and
an action field; the
user responds to the
prompts or menus in
the layout which
activates an action.
The layout presents
the options available
to a user; the layout
can be a menu, a
comment line, or a data entry screen. The action
field contains the possible routes from a layout;
they could lead to another layout or to a primitive.
Integral to this design is the option of switching to
a command mode and directing the action rather
than responding to menu selections.

The primitives are activated through the combined
effort of the application and the MI?; the
primitives, in turn, activate intrinsics and
manipulate the MINISIS data structures (or,
through IMPORT/EXPORT, data from other, user
defined, structures). The database management is
done using a set of system functions which activate
intrinsics.

Detailed or technical views of MINISIS include the
development concepts: portability, application
development, information management methods,
and file structures.

MINISIS Version H has been restricted to the HP
3000 series of computer; this computer size, though
once the answer to many questions, is no longer
the first choice of smaller institutions. The
advances in computer technology allow the micro-
computer to satisfy the needs of many smaller

MINISIS EXITS AND USER ROUTINES

Applications programmes written by users will have to deal
with the following restraints in Version H:

the DB negative area will no longer be accessible
the MINISIS low level intrinsics for SPL programmers

will not be supported

Please review the exits and applications used at your site;
questions can be directcd to MINISIS Outreach.
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libraries and documentation centres. The features
of MINISIS are also used in a variety of other
situations and the micro-computer fits into the
smaller scales circumstances easily, both for
economic and appreciation value. Aside from these
two platforms (hardware/software operating
supports), CSG designers recognised the need for
the system to be portable to the expanding market
of machines.

lb facilitate this commute to new platforms, the
software is written in a layered manner: uppermost

of these layers is the set of
machine dependant routines, the
other three layers, which are the
intrinsics, the application
functions, and the interface,
work together within the core
code of MINISIS. The machine
dependant routines allow the
core of the MINISIS software to
interact with the various
platforms. The intrinsics perform
the manipulations of data, data
structures, and statistics. The
application functions bridge the
concepts and broad activities of

the user level with the minute details handled by
the intrinsics. The interface presents the application
functions to the user in the form of screen layouts.
This layered approach allows the machine
dependant routines to be altered without affecting
the integrity of the core code.

Application development can be done on site using
the Application Specification Toolbox. The program
will come with an Application Specification
lbolbox, which is discussed in The Application
Specification Toolbox article, this issue. The initial
release of MINISIS Version H will provide only
the Application Development Subsystem, this will
allow users to edit existing applications as well as
create original applications.

MINISIS Version H is being designed with
compatibility with the ISIS family of database
management systems and SQL. The continuing
support of the ISIS will allow users to continue to
exchange data between databases of the same
family; the exchange of information in the ISO
2709 format will continue to be an indispensable
feature of MINISIS. In addition, MINISIS Version
H will incorporate, into the database management
functions, some degree of SQL compatibility. This



will allow users to use SQL functions in the
maintenance of the various database RDs, PSs, and
DS, known in SQL and MINISIS Version H as
tables (RD) and views (a view with a single
component is equivalent to a PS, and a multi-
component view is equivalent to a DS). The SQL
compatibility is at the MIP primitive level; within
the set of primitives available are primitives based
on SQL syntax and an extended set of primitives
which handle the MINISIS functions outside of the
range of abilities available in SQL in the Standard
MINISIS Application. It is possible that the
database manager level of user will have direct
access to the SQL compatible commands within the
MIP primitives, but most users will have their work
mapped into the SQL syntax by the application in
a manner transparent to them.

The tile structures used by MINISIS have been tied
tightly to the HP platform. With the portability of
Version H, the file structures used needed to he
changed. Users will have less need to access the
files directly (due to an expanded intrinsic set), the
existing files will be converted to MINISIS Version
H formats and the actual structures will he hidden.
KSAM files are an HP construct and will not he
directly supported in Version H; users can set these
files aside during the installation procedure and
write suitable exits to access the KSAM files, if
that is desired. Two essential features of the
operating system under which MINISIS Version H
is run are: RANDOM-DIRECT access for fixed
length files and sequential access for screen I/O
and test files.

The feature of MINISIS Version H which may he
of great interest to various users is the migration
possibililies. The topmost layer of machine
dependant routines will he documented and
available for users to alter or rewrite, thus tailoring
MINISIS to previously unsupported platforms.

A conversion program will accompany the release
of MINISIS Version H. The conversion program
will reconstruct the data files (the MASTER files,
KSAM files, and data dictionary files) to conform
to Version H methodology; some of these
structural changes are made to support the
enhancements to MINISIS. The BATCH files
created for earlier versions of MINISIS will not be
converted but, will pass through an interpreter
when run with H commands. This is not a
permanent state and it is expected that users will
re-write the batch jobs to conform to MINISIS

Version H command structure. A BATCH job
translation will be made available to the user the
minor releases of Version H.

The functionality of MINISIS is being enhanced
with Version H, but the primary changes to the
software concern the restructuring of existing
functionality to fit a substantially changed
philosophy. The change comes from a recognition
that technology has advanced beyond the ability of
MINISIS to mutate and conform; to open MINISIS
to the rapid changes of technology, it is necessary
to redesign the internal structure and create an
accessible software.

Version H Conceptual Diagram
WandaJane Phillips

The diagram included in this newsletter is a
conceptual representation of MINISIS Version H.
Everything inside the largest box labelled MINISIS
(VERSION H) is what users receive on the release
tape.

The first level of MINISIS is the user interface
which is represented by a series of application
specifications. MINISIS Version H will come with
the Standard MINISIS Application and the
Application Specification Toolbox; there is the
option of the IDRIS Application Specification as
well. Later releases of MINISIS will include an
Integrated Library System Application Specification.
This upper level is what the user interacts with.

Below this level is the MINISIS INTEGRATED
PROCESSORS (MIP). This is the collection of
functions which, in previous versions of MINISIS,
were isolated into the various processors. They are
activated by the application specifications and, in
turn, interact with the MINISIS primitives.

The primitives lead to the intrinsics, which are also
accessible from external programs through the
MINISIS High Level Intrinsics documented in the
third volume of the MINISIS manuals. The
intrinsics actually access and manipulate the
MINISIS defined or user-defined data structures.
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